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CMOS Sigma-Delta Converters: Practical Design GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A comprehensive overview of Sigma-Delta Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) and a practical guide to their design in nano-scale CMOS for optimal performance.


	This book presents a systematic and comprehensive compilation of sigma-delta converter operating principles, the new advances in architectures and circuits, design...
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Inclusion, Equity and Access for Individuals with Disabilities: Insights from Educators across WorldPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		The book provides multiple perspectives and insights on the area of Inclusion, Equity and Access for people with disabilities and brings together various inclusive effective practices from 21 countries across the world most comprehensively in one book. The book documents perspectives from educational researchers and teacher educators...
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Computational Intelligence in Reliability Engineering (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
This two-volume book covers the recent applications of computational intelligence techniques in reliability engineering. Research in the area of computational intelligence is growing rapidly due to the many successful applications of these new techniques in very diverse problems. “Computational Intelligence” covers many fields such as...
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The Best of 2600: A Hacker OdysseyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
" … The Best of 2600: A Hacker Odyssey is an important, amazing book that tells the story of these kids and adults as they explore a new frontier."
    —John Baichtal (Wired Blog, August, 2008)
    "...a testament to a culture which thrived before computers and the internet mattered to most of...
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Avanti! (Italian)McGraw-Hill, 2017

	Informed by second-language acquisition research and supported by cutting-edge digital tools, the complete Avanti! program creates a dynamic learning environment that fosters communication and motivates students to succeed. With Connect and LearnSmart, Avanti's learning platform gives instructors...
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Web Design All-in-One For Dummies (Computers)For Dummies, 2009
Welcome to Web Design All-in-One For Dummies. This desk reference book is ideal for both the Web entrepreneur looking to design her own site and the new Web designer who plans to make a career of this exciting profession. This book uses many Adobe products to demonstrate common Web design techniques. Specifically, all of the graphic examples are...
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Vibrations and Waves (Manchester Physics Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
This introductory text emphasises physical principles, rather than the mathematics. Each topic begins with a discussion of the physical characteristics of the motion or system. The mathematics is kept as clear as possible, and includes elegant mathematical descriptions where possible. Designed to provide a logical development of the subject, the...
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PHP & MySQL For Dummies, 4th EditionFor Dummies, 2009

	Here's what Web designers need to know to create dynamic, database-driven Web sites


	To be on the cutting edge, Web sites need to serve up HTML, CSS, and products specific to the needs of different customers using different browsers. An effective e-commerce site gathers information about users and provides information they need...
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Emergent Web Intelligence: Advanced Information RetrievalSpringer, 2010


	As the Web continues to grow and evolve, more and more data are

	becoming available. Particularly, multimedia and XML-based data are produced

	regularly and in increasing way in our daily digital activities, and their retrieval

	and access must be explored and studied in this emergent web-based era. This book

	provides reviews of...
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iOS UICollectionView: The Complete Guide (2nd Edition) (Mobile Programming)Pearson Education, 2014

	Fully updated for iOS 7, iOS UICollectionView: The Complete Guide, Second Edition will help you build highly immersive, cutting-edge iOS user interfaces that transform your apps from good to great! Ash Furrow...
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Developmental ImmunotoxicologyCRC Press, 2004

	Despite rapidly increasing interest in developmental immunotoxicology, there is not yet a textbook focused on this hot area of research. Developmental Immunotoxicology fills the void with overviews of immune system development in experimental animal and human models, and discusses the complex issues related to the evolution of developmental...
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Flash Video for Professionals: Expert Techniques for Integrating Video on the WebSybex, 2007
If your site needs video, you need this book
   Now there's a single definitive source for everything Flash developers need to know to integrate cutting-edge video into a website—seamlessly. Whether your Flash skills focus on design or programming, this guide helps you with every phase from writing the project proposal to...
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